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New Molds 

If you have a new NoBottoms stainless steel (SS) mold you must pre-fire it to burn off any manufacturing 
chemicals. Try ramp 400F to 1505F and hold for 5 minutes. When cool, wipe any dust from the mold.


Jake’s Juice Stainless Steel Mold Release 

Putting a release agent on the inside of stainless steel molds will cause glass to release from the sides of 
the mold after firing. This release is helped by the COE difference between SS and Glass


If you use ZYP spray, use a very LIGHT coat. I don’t use this spray anymore; too expensive for murrine 
mold release. The Spray uses an acetone propellent. And I prefer brushing to spraying.


You may also try Brushable ZYP, The brushable is water based. ZYP also makes a thinner for this.Try it 
undiluted first. A thin coat is all you need for SS molds. As of this writing I prefer to dilute with distilled 
water. A 1:1 is a tad too diluted. Maybe try 1 oz ZPY to 1/2 oz distilled water. The 8 oz brushable ZYP 
NEEDS to be shaken well. There is a weight in the bottom of the bottle, shake until you hear it clank; 
then shake some more. Use the outside of your SS mold as a test surface. 


I use Jake’s Juice, a release I compounded. The release mixture is 8 grams talc plus 8 grams Boron 
Nitride and 4-6 ounces of denatured alcohol. This mixture is made in a Ball Jar with three 3/8 inch 
diameter stainless steel ball bearings in the bottom of the jar. Mix well before using.


Jake”s Juice is applied to the inside of the mold with a cheap paint brush, using a light coat and perhaps 
using a dabbing motion. check the corners of the mold get coated. There is no need to put a thick coat 
on.                      


WARNING 
I do not recommend using Jake’s Juice on anything but NoBottoms murrine stainless steel molds. My 
experiments on bisque molds worked 90% of the time. Not good enough for prime time.


Sources: 
Molds 
NoBottoms stainless steel murrine molds and murrine cutter, LazyChops, can be purchased at adornos-
artglass.com

http://adornos-artglass.com


Boron Nitride 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/MICROLUBROL-1-2-oz-HEXAGONAL-BORON-NITRIDE-hBN-Powder-
ULTRA-FINE-0-5-micron/271324539638?
epid=1560901686&hash=item3f2c33eaf6:g:w8EAAOxyLN9SiVQW


Baby Powder 
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Johnson-and-Johnson-Baby-Powder-Talc-200-g/153177058491?
epid=1202726480&hash=item23aa106cbb:g:GvQAAOSwWxNYtYre


Denatured Alcohol  -    Loews, Home Depot  




